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The CRAYFISH RECIPE eBOOK
Those who read my newsletter last
month, also found out that I had written a book about catching crayfish.
And that I decided to publish it using
the Amazon Kindle Publishing Department in order to save money.
Well, to tell you the truth, that was the
only way I could do it as publishing a
printed book takes lots of big bills,
something I don’t like to part with
unnecessarily. So I published it as a
kindle e-book on Amazon where it is
now selling.
Now that I had the foot in the door of
publishing e-books, I went looking for
something else I could publish about
crayfish and talk about on this newsletter. I found it! There was an e-book
about crayfish recipes that looked interesting. Actually two of them. So I
bought them and started re-editing
them to suit me and my prospective
readers. This was when I was also
told by another Internet
e-book
seller, that he would sell me a whole
slew of e-books for practically nothing, each of which I could turn
around and offer on my web site. And
he informed me that after buying the
books they would become my property and I could do with them anything I wanted such as selling them
on my web site.

Well, although that sounded too good
to be true, I temporarily fell for it. I
bought one book from this outfit and
attempted to revise it to suit me.
That’s when I ran into problems. As
soon as I wanted to make changes to
the book, its headlines or the sequence of chapters and such, I found
that I could not do it.
This is when I found out that in spite
of what the seller claimed, I could
only read the books but not edit
them. And I could not save them with
a new name of my choosing in a computer folder of my choice. Apparently
the books were doctored to resist any
tampering. Then what truth was
there in his statement that I could do
with them whatever I wanted. There
was no truth in it and I apparently
was hoodwinked. My contact was, in
other words, a scammer. So what
else is new…
But the e-books with crayfish recipes
were different. Here I could add any
of my own crayfish recipes and
whatever I found on the Internet until
I finally had produced a book with 75
crayfish recipes, some of which I
have used myself and am happy with.
So now all my readers can pick up
these two books on my website, my

own written story CATCHING CRAYFISH about my experience with crayfish catching, and the other book,
CRAYFISH RECIPES, with 75 mouth
watering crayfish recipes, some of
which I use my self whenever I cook
crayfish after my successful outings.
The Crayfish Catching book you can
either buy on Amazon Kindle library if
you have a Kindle or on my web site,
The book with 75 crayfish recipes is
available on my web site on the Order
Here menu and is selling for a modest price.
This month I will also add an article
to the crayfish articles I make available to my readers under the address
Trapper Arne

www.trapperarne.com/articles.htm.
This article has nothing to do with
crayfish, but as I just ‘recovered’ it
from my computer dustbin and reread it and found it surprisingly interesting, I will make it available here for
you who like to read about US history
which becomes pertinent on December 7 every year. Yes, it is my article
about Pearl Harbor and the question
whether FDR was a traitor to his
country or not. You’ll find my answer
to that question toward the end of the
article. Enjoy.
(If this link won’t work, you can
also go to the home page of my web
site and down in the left-hand column
you’ll find READ ALL ABOUT IT. Click
on that.)

